HoloGallery

HoloGallery
Innovative solution for innovative companies
More companies are exploring the HoloLens
technology in order to stay ahead of the
competition and be leaders of their market.
With HoloGallery, clients are able to see their
own objects, designed from scratch, through
HoloLens glasses. This solutions offers their

clients the ability to create their own
workspace, see how their life might take
shape with the items they love.
With retailers selling appliances, furniture or

for interior designers, this solution does it all
for them.
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HoloGallery
Concept
Tecknoworks created an environment “R4D” (Ready for Deploy)
that is able to run on any HoloLens and upload 3D objects that
can be modelled by any mean.
There are 2 ways to visualize the desired objects through
HoloLens
1. We create them from scratch

2. We receive already created objects and just adapt them to
HoloLens format.
Once we upload the objects to the App’s Gallery, the client is
able to see them through HoloLens on the HoloGallery App.
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HoloGallery
Advantages
a. Once we create an object, it can be deployed on as many
devices as desired. The logistic costs are minimized due to
the fact that all the 3D objects are downloadable so you
don’t need to have them to your physical locations.
b. Showcasing your items to your customers/investors is done
through this innovative way at any location on the globe just
by travelling with the HoloLens device.

c. Client engagement will be increased thanks to the
technological advantage that your company has.
d. If your showroom has limited spacing, HoloGallery offers
you an easy and adaptive solution to your problems.
e. The device can easily be offered as an Premium Service to

your customers that want to see your objects in their Home
f. The solution can be branded to show the client’s identity
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HoloGallery
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Roadmap and Costs
We either create objects or adapt them from other formats in
order to upload them to our HoloGallery cloud. From there, the
clients is able to download all the items to any device(s) and

they’re set off.
Azure consumption may vary from a couple of hundreds $ to a
couple of thousands of $ depending on the number of
devices/items the client has.
The cost for the solution is 30K for:
- HoloGallery environment
- 25 objects (created from scratch)
- On-site 1-day training
- Everything is ready to use in 6 weeks.
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THANK YOU

Contact us: info@tecknoworks.com | tecknoworks.com
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